
I am routinely asked for research information on ActivePure and our Air and 
Surface Pro.  99.99% of the time the question comes because one of your 
prospects ask you for research papers on ActivePure.  Getting research on 
ActivePure technology is like asking for the formula of Coca-Cola.  Both 
Coca-Cola and ActivePure are privately owned proprietary properties.  If you 
want research on Vitamin C then you can find research papers on Vitamin C. 
Vitamin C is not a privately owned proprietary property. People who ask you 
for research information like this basically don't know what they are asking 
for.  Here is the answer for those making these type request; 

ActivePure is privately owned patented proprietary technological property 
owned by Aerus Holdings, LLC, Dallas, TX.  

ActivePure Technology has been tested for its claimed and validated 
effectiveness at recognized testing facilities: 
Kansas State University 
University of Cincinnati 
FDA Labs 
All of which of made available in every Vollara's member back office. 

Plus, Vollara provides a detailed Video that explains how ActivePure 
technology works and what it will do.  

Also, ActivePure Technology was inducted into the Space Technology Hall of 
Fame on April 6, 2017 in Colorado Springs, at the 33rd Space Symposium, a 
three-day conference attended by over 11,000 space leaders from around 
the world.  ActivePure Technology is one of only 75 technologies that have 
been inducted into the Space Technology Hall of Fame in the past 30 years. 

If someone says they still want more evidence after you have shared the 
above information, then kindly thank them for their inquiry and move on.  
(I'm trying to be as nice as I can by recommending this response, but I'm 

thinking of a different response that is not suitable for print. ) 

But here is a little caveat.    At your Vollara website, when you click on 
Air and Surface Pro, scroll down to “Documents” and then click on 
“Product Sheet”.  On the 3rd page is “Key Scientific Studies”. Surprise! 
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